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The past few years has seen a rapid increase in developments in 
psychology and in data science



However, it is my goal to break down those silos and see how they can 
enrich each other
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There are three areas which psychology and data science have begun 
to intertwine
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How can we use computer simulations in market research?



Data science gives us the tools to chart out possible future scenarios 
based on current data



Which means in some sense, we have the tools necessary to become 
“psychological weathermen”



The question is, “When would this type of simulation be helpful to our 
clients?”



Live demo of “brand public relations simulator”



How does this apply to market research practitioners?

Provides evidence-based practices for PR rather than reliance on case studies and anecdotes

Allows you to see effects of different responses to a brand crisis

Forecasting can let you see short-term and long-term impacts on the brand
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How can we use computer adaptive testing in market research?



Today’s world has given researchers A number of imperatives when it 
comes to survey research

Quick surveys

Less questions

Cheaper costs

Simple directions/answers

Mobile friendly

Easy-to-use UI

Gamify

Etc…



Why, then, have we not yet adopted technologies that make these 
possible—which is a standard practice in educational tests



It is already implemented in every-day business functions of brands, 
such as stitchfix



Live demo of computer adaptive testing in digital deception scale



How does this apply to market research practitioners?

Allows you to capture data with same or better accuracy

Allows you to use less questions, and therefore follow survey best practices

Provides you with a range of other information typical surveys do not provide
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How can we use new wave psychological testing in market research?



As the years go on, we’ve seen updates and adaptations to older tests 
in psychology as they are imported into market research



As the years go on, we’ve seen updates and adaptations to older tests 
in psychology as they are imported into market research



Live demo of “inkblot test”



How does this apply to market research practitioners?

An updated visual technique for the market researcher’s toolbox

Big data collected to support interpretations as they apply to brands

Interpretations connected to consumption outcomes
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I’ll leave you with a question to think about:

How will you craft the future of psychology and 
data science?
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